
How to Write a 

Documentary Script?

“Make visible what, without you, might

perhaps never have been seen

by creating emotion and epiphany”



Documentaries are what makes us fill with joy 
and weep with sorrow

Documentaries aren’t an observation of 
humanity, but rather an opening door into 
our nature, into what drives us, what makes 

us fill with joy and weep with sorrow. 
Documentaries are real, with real people 

and dealing with real issues that are 
powerful and hit us at our core. Let your 

writing reflect those deep, moving messages 
and capture your audience emotionally



Documentary Ideas

First you start with an idea. Where you find them? Some questions to 

help you pinpoint some ideas:

 What topics do you find yourself thinking about or talking about over 

and over again?

 What topics or ideas make you tingle with excitement, frustration, 

anger or intrigue?

 Is there something that completely fascinates you?

 Are you completely baffled by why something is the way it is?

 Is there an injustice happening in the world that you want to try and 

make right?

Another way to find great documentary ideas is to pay attention to the 

news. Read your local newspaper. Keep an eye out for odd bits of 

information. What are the great stories within your own family or 

community? 



Documentary Formats 

 Classical Cinema: most structured and traditional form of documentary. It 

gives great importance to clarity of narrative and images (Night Mail by John 

Grierson)

 Direct Cinema:  Originated in the 1950’s. It was ‘a rebel with a cause’. 

Aimed for an extreme naturalism, using non-professional actors, non-

intrusive filming techniques, a hand-held camera, genuine locations rather 

than sound stages, and naturalistic sound without post-production or 

voiceovers

 Documentary Drama:  Mixes the techniques of drama and the factual 

elements of documentary. Real events are acted out by professional actors 

The Children Were Watching

Behind a Presidential Crisis

Coronation Street

.



Shooting Script

 Pre-shoot or Shooting Script is  conceptual map for your 

shooting journey like carrying a map

 Consolidates research and outlines the film’s story, 

visual guideline for the shoot  

 Format and elements are almost the same as that of 

post-shoot script

 Can be as comprehensive or generic depending on the 

information available to the scriptwriter at that stage



Post-shoot Script

 Post-shoot Script is  modified version of shooting script 

created between the shooting and editing processes

 combines conceptual elements along with audiovisual 

information gathered at the production stage and may 

also include any new knowledge gathered along the way

 Weaves it all together into a cinematic story, which is 

used by the filmmaker to edit the documentary. 

 Descriptions of shots and actions and is quite 

comprehensive

 Conceptual and descriptive of action but leaves space 

for creative interpretation at the editing stage



Why Writing for Documentary is 

Different ?

• Film is visual: words of screenwriter will never be read by 

anyone. They will only be seen and heard as images on 

a screen

• Most important skill of a screenwriter is that he must be 

able to write visually. It has to be visual in nature

• images you see on screen have action which separates 

moving images from photographs 

• Stories for film must be translated by a screenwriter into 

active images

• screenwriter must bring things to life for the audience 

who may have never before experienced what they see 

on screen



How I do “show” visually”?

 Script is a written description of what the audience is seeing and 

hearing. A well-written script should be able to “capture your 

imagination” and help you visualize what the audience will 

experience on the screen

 The very nature of the documentary is that it is “unscripted”. It is 

meant to capture some aspect of “real life”. Then it is up to you (the 

writer) to take the messiness of real life and create some kind of 

story.

 As the scriptwriter, you will need to examine all the “unscripted” & 

“raw” footage and create some sort of structure out of it.

 Based on your research, start creating a list of potential 

characters/interviews, basic storylines, areas of potential conflict and 

emotion. Ask yourself, “What’s at the heart of this story and how I do 

“show” that visually?”



Documentary Scripts

Documentary scripts do share many common elements with scripts for 

fiction films also have some specific considerations:

 Documentary deals with fact, not fiction

 Unlike fictional films, documentaries have no fixed visual and 

conceptual guidelines

 Documentary inspires movement and action. At the very heart of 

documentary, there is an issue and a message

 Purpose is so issue-specific and their circumstances are non-

fictional, the subject is the most important aspect of documentary



Steps in Writing Documentary Script

Once you’ve settled on your documentary idea, time to start digging. Leave no rock left unturned

 Create a List. Based on your research, start creating a list of potential 

characters/interviews, basic storylines, areas of potential conflict and emotion

 Ask yourself, “what’s at the heart of this story and how do I “show” that visually?” 

Decide the look, feel and style of your documentary

 Write a “shooting script” (pre-script/outline) – Often with documentaries, the script 

can’t really be written until after the footage has been shot and you start piecing the 

story together based on what you “discovered” with your camera

 Get Creative. Think about some unique and creative ways you can spice up your 

documentary by adding special elements such as stop motion, time-lapse, 

animation/cartoons, recreations, etc
For example, in the 2008 documentary Young At Heart, the filmmakers used MTV style music videos 



Film Chooses Audience

 Screenwriter must always keep in mind that each film 

chooses its own audience depending on how he 

chooses to tell the story

 Film may have colour and audio elements. It’s not only 

about moving images

 Most films, unless the filmmaker chooses not to use 

them, have the elements of sound and colour

 Film emphasizes and emotionalizes. Films can evoke 

different kinds of reactions. Can make audience think 

and send powerful messages across to them



Compel Your Viewer

Viewers want to connect with your documentary. 

Find compelling personal stories that will enthrall 

viewers. Emotionally, your viewers will open up 

and understand the complexity of the issue while 

making the issue entirely relatable. Every viewer 

wants to be transported somewhere else, learn 

something new, and then be motivated and 

moved by this information



Credibility is Key in Documentary

 The emergence of the documentary as a recognised cinematic 

genre in the 1920’s inherited the trust of the audience in the veracity 

of the image as an authentic representation of the real

 Today, we are much more skeptical, even with documentaries. 

 Audience trust, once lost is gone forever so a documentary

 , In this day and age, it must always provide credible information and 

sources to put a suspicious audience at ease

 Form is more important than formula. There are no recipes in 

documentary



Documentary Formats 

 Classical Cinema: most structured and traditional form of documentary. It 

gives great importance to clarity of narrative and images (Night Mail by John 

Grierson)

 Direct Cinema:  Originated in the 1950’s. It was ‘a rebel with a cause’. 

Aimed for an extreme naturalism, using non-professional actors, non-

intrusive filming techniques, a hand-held camera, genuine locations rather 

than sound stages, and naturalistic sound without post-production or 

voiceovers

 Documentary Drama:  Mixes the techniques of drama and the factual 

elements of documentary. Real events are acted out by professional actors 

The Children Were Watching

Behind a Presidential Crisis

Coronation Street

.



Documentaries are fascinating if you 

have passion for it 

“Documentaries are fascinating and capture the 

brilliance of humanity when executed 

thoroughly. Every director and producer has his 

or her own routine of writing a documentary 

script, which can be very liberating to those who 

are starting out”


